
English-Year 2 

Monday 18th May – Friday 22nd May 

Monday – Handwriting 

Can you practise your handwriting?  Use the picture below to remind you how to form all 

your letters.  You could write the names of everyone in your house or the names of different 

African animals, whatever you like.  Just make sure you take care with your handwriting.  

You can join the letters that work together in digraphs and trigraphs if you can. 

 

 

Tuesday – writing descriptions 

Look at these imaginary animals, can you choose one, give it a name and describe it using adjectives 

and exciting vocabulary? 

                  

  

For example: The Slitherslimer has 

shiny scales covering his long, curly 

neck.  He has no eyes, instead he 

scares off his enemies with his razor, 

sharp teeth. 



Wednesday – make your own animal 

Using ideas from yesterday can you draw your own made up animal?  It can be 

whatever you like.  It might be made up of different parts of other animals.  

Draw it carefully and then write a description of it like you did yesterday.  What 

does it look like, what does it eat, where does it live? 

 

Thursday – improving your work 

Look at your work from yesterday.  Read it to yourself.  Today we are going to 

see if we can improve it by following these steps: 

1. Find all the adjectives and highlight or underline them.   

2. Find all the conjunctions and highlight them in a different colour. 

3. Find any spelling mistakes and correct them (an adult may need to help 

you with this) 

4. Highlight / underline any interesting sentence starters you have used (if 

you haven’t got any, can you add some in?) 

5. Read your work and see if you think you could add more adjectives or if 

you could extend any of your sentences to make them better. 

6. What about your handwriting?  Could it be improved? 

7. Make any improvements you think you need to help your work become 

the best it can be.  Well done 😊 

 

Friday- writing a description 

Yesterday in topic you drew your own forest and included some different 

animals.  Today can you pretend you are walking through that wood and write 

a description of what it is like?  Think about including details related to your 

senses – what does it smell like, what can you hear, what can you see and how 

do you feel?  You could make it a magical forest if you like!  Use adjectives 

(describing words), conjunctions and think about your punctuation. 

Here is an example to get you started: 

As I made my way into the forest I could see dark, twisted trees and a layer of soft, white mist 

covered the path.  The dry twigs cracked and rustled beneath my feet as I crept along. The icy wind 

swept across my face, stinging my cheeks.  I could hear an animal shuffling around somewhere 

nearby but I wasn’t sure what it could be. 


